Support water-stressed communities on Mandela Day

More Information: hipporoller.org/6767

Commit

OPTIONS

$27  The number of years Nelson Mandela spent in jail

$67  Sponsors 1 Hippo roller for more than 3 years

$145  Buys 1 Hippo roller lasting more than 7 years

$1,015  Buys 7 Hippo water rollers for 7 families

$3,915  27 rollers for Nelson Mandela's 27 years in jail

$9,715  Buys 67 Hippo rollers for one community

Dear <<First Name>>

Thursday 18 July is Nelson Mandela's 95th birthday - how wonderful to make a difference in our communities on this day.

Visit the Mandela Day website to see what others are doing: http://www.mandeladay.com/calendar

Through the 67.67 Hippo Water Roller Challenge in support of Mandela Day, we help to improve the lives of women and children in South Africa.

Thank you for your continued support!

Grant Gibbs

Visit the 67.67 Web page to COMMIT your support
Go to 67.67 on Facebook and SHARE with your friends
SHARE the 67.67 Challenge with your LinkedIn colleagues
Email us for support and queries at 6767@hipporoller.org
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